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KIRITKUMAR S. SHAH

I. Introduction and Witness Qualifications

Q. Please state your name and position.1

A. My name is Kiritkumar (Kirit) S. Shah.  I am presently the Supervising2

Engineer of the Transmission & Interconnections group in the Electric Planning3

Department for Ameren Services Company ("Ameren Services").  Ameren4

Services is a subsidiary of Ameren Corporation ("Ameren") and provides5

technical, financial and other advisory services to Ameren subsidiaries.6

Q. What is your business address?7

A.       My business address is 1901 Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63103.8
9

Q.       How long have you been employed by Ameren Services?10
11

A. 29 years.  This includes employment with Ameren Services since January of 199812

and with Union Electric Company ("UE") prior to 1998.13

Q.       How long have you held your present position of Supervising Engineer?14
15

A. 16 years.  This includes employment with Ameren Services and UE.16

Q. What is your educational background?17
18

A. I received a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from the M. S.19

University, Baroda, India.  I also received Master of Science and Ph. D. degrees20
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in Electrical Engineering from the University of Missouri – Rolla located in21

Rolla, Missouri.22

Q. Are you a registered Professional Engineer?23
24

A. Yes.  I am a registered Professional Engineer in Illinois and Missouri.25

Q.    Please describe your professional experience.26
27

A.    I was first employed by UE in 1976.  From 1976 to 1988 I was assigned to the28

Transmission Planning (formerly System Planning) Department as an Engineer.29

In 1989, I was promoted to my present position in the Transmission Planning30

Department.  In 1998, my group, Transmission & Interconnections ("T&I"), was31

merged with the Electrical Engineering Department and in 2003 became part of32

the Electric Planning Department.  At Ameren Services, the T&I group is33

responsible for determining the optimal development of the transmission system,34

the electrical facilities generally connected and operated at 100 kV or above.   The35

majority of the T&I group activities involve performing engineering studies to36

identify transmission system limitations and developing mitigation plans using37

power system analysis tools. Engineering studies of transmission limitations38

involving power flow, short circuit, and stability analyses of the bulk electric39

system are the primary tools of this effort. As a Supervising Engineer, I am40

responsible for directing and coordinating these engineering studies.  I have been41

actively involved in the North American Electric Reliability Council ("NERC"),42

presently serving as the chairman of the NERC Transmission Issues43

Subcommittee. I was also actively involved in the Mid-America Interconnected44

Network ("MAIN") Regional Reliability Council technical committees until it45
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(MAIN) was dissolved on December 31, 2005. During my involvement with46

MAIN, I represented Ameren on the MAIN Planning Committee and served as a47

chairman of the MAIN Transmission Task Force Steering Committee and the48

MAIN Transmission Assessment Studies Group.49

Q.  What is the purpose of the T& I group of the Electric Planning Department50

of Ameren Services?51

A.    The T&I group of the Electric Planning Department of Ameren Services provides52

various technical services to Illinois Power Company (d/b/a AmerenIP), to53

Central Illinois Light Company (d/b/a AmerenCILCO), to Central Illinois Public54

Service Company (d/b/a AmerenCIPS) and to Union Electric Company (d/b/a55

AmerenUE).  The T&I group is responsible for determining the optimum and56

orderly development of the AmerenIP, AmerenCILCO, AmerenCIPS, and57

AmerenUE transmission systems from the generator terminals to the distribution58

system.  The majority of the group's activities involve performing engineering59

studies to identify potential transmission system limitations and to develop60

mitigation plans using power system analysis tools.  The NERC Reliability61

Standards, MAIN Guides, Ameren Transmission Planning criteria, and62

engineering judgment are used in performing those studies.  The T&I group63

participates in regional, inter-regional, RTO, and inter-company studies, as well64

as performs its own internal studies to help ensure a reliable and robust65

transmission system for all Ameren transmission customers.66

II.  Purpose and Scope67

Q. Are you familiar with the Petition filed in this proceeding?68
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A. Yes.  I have been working with Ameren Services personnel including former69

Illinois Power Company ("Illinois Power" or "IP"; I refer to Illinois Power or IP70

as the entity prior to its acquisition by Ameren) employees on studies related to71

this project and have supervised the engineers involved in the study.72

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?73

A.     The purpose of my testimony is to support the conclusion that the proposed74

projects are needed as part of the network upgrades required to enable the75

interconnection customer, the Prairie State Energy Campus ("Prairie State Plant"),76

to safely and reliably deliver capacity and energy to the bulk electric system at the77

least cost.78

Q. In addition to your testimony in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.0, are you sponsoring79

any other exhibits?80

A. Yes. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.1 shows the existing transmission system and the81

proposed facilities in the area. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.2 is the "Washington County 282

Facility Study" report dated October 16, 2001. AmerenIP Exhibit1.2 A is the83

"Washington County 2 Stability Study" report. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.3 is the84

Summary of  2001 October Illinois Power Study Results. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.4 is85

the "Prairie State Generation Campus Joint Study Report" dated March 23, 2005.86

AmerenIP Exhibits 1.5 through 1.11 show seven (six plus one modified)87

configurations considered in the Joint Study.  AmerenIP Exhibit 1.12 is the88

Summary of Joint Study Phase I Results.  AmerenIP Exhibit 1.13 is the Summary89

of Joint Study Phase II Results. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.14 is the "MISO G49590
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Generator Interconnection Study Prairie State Energy Center, Washington91

County, IL System Impact Study Report" dated January 2006.92

Q.  Why is AmerenIP involved with connecting the Prairie State Plant to the93

AmerenIP transmission system?94

A.  Prior to Ameren acquiring IP, the developers of the Prairie State Plant made a95

formal request to connect the Prairie State Plant to IP's transmission system.  IP96

has been responding to this request in accordance with the requirements of the97

applicable tariffs (IP's open access transmission tariff ("OATT")), prior to IP98

transferring functional control of its transmission system to the Midwest99

Independent System Transmission Operator ("Midwest ISO" or "MISO"), and the100

Midwest ISO's Transmission and Energy Markets Tariff, post-transfer) and in101

accordance with the requirements established by the Federal Energy Regulatory102

Commission ("FERC") for connecting generators to the transmission system.  By103

virtue of the FERC orders and the tariff requirements, AmerenIP must provide104

nondiscriminatory, standardized generator interconnection service to any105

generator that requests to connect to the AmerenIP transmission system.106

III.  System Planning and Design Considerations107

Q. Please explain how AmerenIP's transmission and distribution system108

delivers electricity to customers.109

A. AmerenIP considers its electric system as being comprised of three functional110

levels for planning and operating purposes: 1) transmission (345 kV and 138 kV),111

2) subtransmission (69 kV and 34.5 kV), and 3) distribution (12 kV and 4 kV).112

Each of these systems has unique design and operating characteristics.  The113
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transmission system is a network of 345 kV and 138 kV lines which is used to114

move electric energy from the generation sources to the subtransmission and115

distribution systems and to move electric energy between utility systems.  A116

limited number of very large customers are served directly from the transmission117

system.  The subtransmission system includes both network and radial 69 kV and118

34.5 kV lines.  Bulk supply transformers supply electricity from the transmission119

system to the subtransmission system, which in turn delivers power at the120

intermediate voltage levels to distribution substations or directly to large121

customers.  Distribution substation transformers step the subtransmission voltages122

down to the 12 kV and 4 kV distribution system voltages.  The distribution123

system is normally operated as a radial system. Most electric customers are124

directly supplied from the distribution system.125

Q. What factors must be considered in developing, operating and maintaining126

an adequate, efficient and reliable transmission system?127

A.  Ameren Services' planning process includes compliance with NERC Reliability128

Standards and adherence to the FERC-filed Ameren Transmission Planning129

Criteria and Guidelines. These standards and criteria are used to evaluate the130

reliability of the Ameren bulk electric system and to assess what network131

upgrades would be required to meet the needs of an interconnection customer132

requesting to connect generation to the Ameren transmission system and other133

usages of the transmission system. 134

IV. Planning Methodology135
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Q. Does Ameren Services regularly assess the adequacy of existing facilities for136

the transmission and distribution of power to customers?137

A. Yes.138

Q. What actions are taken based upon such an assessment?139

A. Mitigation plans are developed when simulated system performance is not in140

compliance with NERC Reliability Standards or in adherence with Ameren141

planning criteria.142

Q. What is the time frame over which transmission plans are studied?143

A. There are various time frames over which transmission plans are studied.144

Generally, studies consider expected conditions for the time frames from one to145

five years into the future.  In a few cases, longer term studies are performed146

considering a time frame up to ten years in the future.147

V.  Existing Supply System148

Q. Please discuss the current facilities or transmission system in place in the149

subject service area.150

. A. The existing transmission system and the proposed facilities in the area are shown151

in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.1.152

VI.  System Reinforcement Needs153

Q. Please describe the need for the proposed facilities and transmission lines in154

the subject area.155

A. The proposed facilities will allow the Prairie State Plant to connect and deliver156

energy to the transmission grid in a safe and reliable manner. 157

VII.  The AmerenIP Transmission System Plan158
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Q. Please describe AmerenIP's proposed projects to connect the Prairie State159

Plant to the transmission system.160

A. The proposed project calls for three new 345,000-volt transmission lines:161

1. A double circuit transmission line approximately 1 mile long, extending162
south from the new Prairie State switchyard to connect to the existing163
Baldwin- W. Mt. Vernon 345,000-volt line owned by AmerenIP ("Prairie164
South Line").165

2. A double circuit transmission line approximately 7.2 miles long, extending166
west from the new Prairie State switchyard to connect to the  existing167
Baldwin-Stallings 345,000-volt line owned by AmerenIP  ("Prairie West168
Line").169

3. A single circuit transmission line approximately 26 miles long, extending170
south from the Baldwin switchyard in Randolph County, IL, and then west171
to the Rush Island switchyard in Jefferson County, MO on the west bank of172
the Mississippi River directly across from Fults, IL ("Baldwin-Rush Line").173

Q.       How did AmerenIP arrive at this plan?174

A. Over time a number of studies have been performed, both independently and175

jointly, by Illinois Power, Ameren Services, and the MISO to assess the network176

upgrades necessary for interconnection of the Prairie State Plant to the AmerenIP177

transmission system.  The Joint Study, described in more detail below, considered178

six alternative configurations and concluded that the proposed transmission179

configuration, as shown in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.1 and described above, would180

adequately accept the plant's power output, would provide the necessary181

transmission system reliability, and would be the least cost alternative among the182

six alternatives considered.183

Q.        Please describe the various types of analyses performed in these studies.184

A. Three types of analyses are generally performed to assess reliability of the power185

system. A "load flow" or "power flow" analysis is performed to assess whether or186

not the thermal loading and voltages are within acceptable limits.  A "stability"187
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analysis is performed to assess whether or not the new and nearby generators will188

remain synchronized to the rest of the interconnected system or grid for a wide189

range of possible contingency scenarios. A "short circuit" or "fault" analysis is190

performed to assess whether or not the additional fault currents created by new191

generation or system changes are within the capability of the existing fault192

interrupting devices.193

Q. Please describe the study performed by Illinois Power in 2001.194

A.      In July 2001, Peabody Energy (the parent company of Prairie State) submitted a195

request to IP to perform a facility study for connecting up to 1,500 MW of coal196

fired generation to the Illinois Power transmission system. The facility study197

performed by IP personnel, described in a report dated October 2001 (AmerenIP198

Exhibit 1.2), assumed a plan in which Peabody Energy sought to connect the199

Prairie State Plant to IP's Baldwin switchyard via two radial 345 kV lines.  The200

load flow analysis part of the facility study identified various network upgrades to201

accommodate the Prairie State Plant, including a Baldwin – Rush Island 345 kV202

line.  The stability analysis part of the facility study also identified a need for this203

line and some terminal equipment upgrades at the Baldwin switchyard.  Ameren204

Services was not a participant in this facility study.205

Q. Please explain the assumed radial connection of the Prairie State switchyard206

to IP's Baldwin switchyard in the October 2001 IP study.207

A.      In the 2001 October study IP had assumed, as the applicant proposed, to connect208

their generation facility (the Prairie State Plant) to the Baldwin Power Station209

(switchyard) via two 345 kV lines approximately 10 miles long, which would be210
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built on a common structure. The length estimate was later revised to be about 15211

miles. This radial connection, in effect, would place 1500 MW of new generation212

at the existing Baldwin switchyard, which already has generation of about 1800213

MW.  In other words, the generation connection request would result in214

approximately 3300 MW of generation being injected into the transmission215

network at the existing Baldwin switchyard, which was designed to support216

approximately 1800 MW of generation from the three existing Baldwin217

generating units.  Additionally, it was inherent in this connection assumption that218

an outage of either of the radial lines would result in the outage of the generating219

unit (750 MW) connected to it; and the outage of any of the common structures220

on which the radial lines were to be built would result in an outage of the entire221

Prairie State Plant (1500 MW).222

Q.        Describe the criteria IP used in its October 2001 facility study that drove the223

selection process at that time.224

A.     IP evaluated the transmission system impacts of new generation via facility225

studies according to its Planning Criteria as submitted in the annual FERC 715226

filing.  From the 2001 October study report (AmerenIP Exhibit 1.2), it can be seen227

that IP focused on the following two criteria : (1) A single contingency outage228

planning criterion, and (2) a stability criterion.229

Q.     Please describe IP's evaluation using the single contingency criterion.230

A.     IP's single contingency criterion states: "Summer Peak Load (100% load level)231

Contingency Outage Planning – The system shall be planned to operate without232

any reduction in generating capability, or loss of load with the outage of any233
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single transmission facility. (A transmission facility is a single line, transformer,234

switch, breaker, or any combination of these switched as a group).  Customers235

supplied directly by the transmission facility will be dropped unless arrangements236

for an alternate feed are made."  This single contingency criterion, some times237

referred to as n-1 criterion, is similar in application to the NERC Reliability238

Standards, TPL-002-0.  As stated in the report (AmerenIP Exhibit 1.2) and239

summarized in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.3, IP's load flow analysis using the single240

contingency criterion found that several facilities would be loaded over their241

respective capability for the outage of a single transmission facility.  AmerenIP242

Exhibit 1.3 provides a list of the overloaded (constrained) facilities and the243

corresponding facility outages.  To mitigate these constraints, AmerenIP Exhibit244

1.2 provides a list of reinforcements proposed by IP, including a new 345 kV line245

from Baldwin Power Station (switchyard) to AmerenUE's Rush Island Power246

Station (switchyard).247

Q.     Please describe IP's evaluation using the stability criteria.248

A.     AmerenIP Exhibit 1.2A is the text portion of the stability study report performed249

by IP.  Section B of this report lists three criteria IP used in the stability250

evaluation.  From the results and discussion included in this report, upgrades were251

required to meet the second stability criterion.  This criterion states:   "The IP252

transmission system must be capable of withstanding  the following transient253

stability conditions: A permanent double-line-to-ground fault on any element with254

delayed clearing resulting from the failure of a breaker to open properly with due255

regard to reclosing facilities."  Simulation of all double-line-ground fault with256
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breaker failure scenarios (about eleven scenarios), without a new Baldwin-Rush257

Island 345 kV line, showed instability (of the Baldwin and Prairie State Plant258

generating units).  The stability analysis section included in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.2259

and the conclusion section included in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.2A show that the260

recommended changes to meet the stability criterion include the installation of a261

new 345 kV line from the Baldwin Power Station to the Rush Island Power262

Station and replacement of a circuit breaker and several relays at the Baldwin263

switchyard.264

Q.     What alternatives were considered and what recommendations resulted from265

the October 2001 study?266

A.        As described in the October 2001 study report, IP recommended system upgrades267

on the IP system to terminate two 345 kV lines from the Prairie State generating268

station to the Baldwin Power Station, and a number of reinforcements on the IP269

system to mitigate constraints identified in the load flow and stability analyses,270

including a new 345 kV line from the Baldwin Power Station to the Rush Island271

Power Station.  The report also provided  cost estimates for the above upgrades,272

not including the costs of the two 345 kV radial lines, the Prairie State switchyard273

cost or costs of the terminal equipment at Rush Island Power Station to terminate274

the new Baldwin to Rush Island 345 kV line. In addition, IP may have considered275

transmission alternatives other than the Baldwin-Rush Island 345 kV line, but276

these alternatives were not documented in this report.277

Q. Did Ameren Services have an opportunity to review IP's October 2001 study278

report?279
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A. Yes. Ameren Services was provided a copy of the study report.280

Q. What action was taken by Ameren Services after review of the report?281

A. After initial review, Ameren Services conducted its own study to assess whether282

the proposed new line, Baldwin to Rush Island 345 kV, would have a negative283

impact on the reliability of the Ameren transmission system.284

Q. What were the conclusions of the Ameren Services study?285

A. The conclusions of the Ameren Services study, completed in 2002, were that an286

additional outlet transmission line is needed at Baldwin to accommodate the287

proposed Prairie State Plant (referred to as the Washington County 2 at that time)288

generation; however, other options besides the proposed new Baldwin to Rush289

Island outlet line should be evaluated.   This led to a joint study involving Ameren290

Services, Illinois Power, and representatives of the Prairie State Plant (the "Joint291

Study").292

Q.     Provide a brief list of the assumptions used in the earlier IP and Ameren293

Services studies.    294

A.      The earlier IP study used the 2005 Summer and 2005/06 Winter power flow cases295

which were developed in year 2000 by the NERC Multiregional Modeling296

Working Group ("MMWG"). The output of the other generating units in the297

general area of the new plant was dispatched at normal and maximum seasonal298

capacities.  The total generation from the Prairie State Plant was assumed to be299

1500 MW and was simulated as transfers to other areas of the interconnected300

system outside of IP.  The earlier Ameren Services study used the 2007 Summer301

power flow case developed in year 2001 by the MMWG.  This power flow case302
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was modified to include transmission projects in the area which were in various303

stages of planning and engineering and expected to be completed prior to the304

Prairie State Plant project. Ameren Services simulated the 1500 MW output of the305

Prairie State Plant going to the north and south (50% in each direction) or 100%306

to the south. Ameren Services also simulated conditions assuming high north to307

south transfer across the Ameren system.  The IP study for the power flow308

analysis considered the single contingency criterion mentioned earlier.  The309

Ameren Services study considered the single contingency, single contingency310

with one generator out, and import criteria.  Ameren Services originally did not311

perform any stability studies.312

Q.       What was the rationale for the Joint Study?313

A.  Due to the tightly integrated nature of the Illinois Power and Ameren utility314

systems, it was decided that the Joint Study would be the best way to provide a315

comprehensive review of the system impact of the Prairie State Plant and to316

determine an optimal set of network upgrades necessary to provide reliable outlet317

capability for the plant.   In addition, the Joint Study process provided the318

opportunity to conduct the study in a coordinated fashion where the details,319

assumptions and results could be discussed as the study progressed.  This320

approach allowed the initial work of IP to be combined with the later suggestions321

by Ameren Services into a coordinated review that jointly analyzed system322

impacts of both utilities' system requirements.   The Joint Study process saved323

time due to involvement of Ameren Services, Illinois Power and the customer324

(Prairie State) throughout the process.325
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Q.        Please describe the options considered in the Joint Study.326

A. Discussions between all relevant (Ameren Services, Illinois Power, and Prairie327

State) personnel resulted in a decision to explore six options.   Plans 1 through 5328

were based upon the configuration where two new 345 kV lines would directly329

connect the Prairie State switchyard to the Baldwin switchyard. This is the same330

configuration IP used in their October 2001 facility study except the radial331

connection at the Prairie State switchyard was reconfigured to be a network332

connection by adding circuit breakers at the Prairie State switchyard.  As333

determined earlier, however, this configuration would require an additional outlet334

line from the Baldwin switchyard.  Therefore, five alternatives were considered335

for an additional outlet line from Baldwin switchyard. Plans 1 through 5336

considered additional 345 kV lines ranging from 21 miles to 50 miles in length337

from the Baldwin switchyard to the Rush Island switchyard, Dupo Ferry338

substation, Stallings substation, Cahokia substation, or W. Mt. Vernon substation.339

The connection of the new 345 kV line from Baldwin switchyard to Rush Island,340

Dupo Ferry, or Cahokia offered connection to the 345 kV facilities located to the341

west of the Baldwin switchyard. The connection of the new 345 kV line from the342

Baldwin switchyard to Stallings or W. Mt. Vernon offered connection to the EHV343

facilities located to the north or east, respectively, of the Baldwin switchyard.344

Plan 6 replaced the radial connection with two double circuit network supplies345

created by routing two existing 345 kV lines in the area, the Baldwin-Stallings346

and Baldwin - W. Mt. Vernon lines, into and out of the proposed Prairie State347
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switchyard (in/out arrangement).  AmerenIP Exhibits 1.5 through 1.10 show the348

configurations of Plans 1 through 6, respectively.349

Q.      Why were the 230 kV and 138 kV lines that run near the proposed Prairie350

State Plant not included as alternative plans to be evaluated?351

A.      Ameren Services and IP planners developed alternative plans based on the size of352

the proposed generating plant, their experience and knowledge of the system.353

This eliminated the evaluation of plans that were obviously inadequate to meet the354

outlet needs of the Prairie State Plant.  A plant of this size would typically require355

connection to the 345 kV system as evidenced by the Baldwin Plant which is356

about 1800 MW.  Further, the existing 138 kV and 230 kV lines in the area do not357

have the capacity to provide outlet for a 1500 MW plant nor could the capacity be358

provided at reasonable costs.  Because of reduced thermal capacity at these lower359

voltages, it would take more outlet lines than would be required at 345 kV levels,360

and ultimately it would be necessary to provide additional connections to the 345361

kV system to effectively distribute the power from such a plant. Conversion of the362

existing 138 kV and 230 kV lines to 345 kV would also require network363

modifications to replace their present function, additional rights-of-ways,  and364

additional 345 /138 kV and 345/230 kV transformation.365

Q. How did the Joint Study use the results of the IP October 2001 Study?366

A.       Results of the October 2001 study were very useful in discussing and developing367

different plans for the Joint Study.  For example, the earlier IP study showed that368

if Prairie State Plant generation is brought to the Baldwin switchyard, an369

additional outlet line would be needed from Baldwin.  It also showed the370
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deficiency of the radial connection between the Prairie State Plant and Baldwin371

switchyard where an outage of one line would take a generating unit out.372

Therefore, for Plans 1 through 5, the radial connection at the Prairie State373

switchyard was reconfigured to be a network connection.  Since the merits of the374

new 345 kV line from Baldwin to Rush Island were shown in the October 2001 IP375

study, the same option was included in the Plan 1 of the Joint Study.376

Q.      Please describe the assumptions used in the Joint Study.377

A.      While the earlier independent IP and Ameren Services studies used different378

power flow cases for simulation, both IP and Ameren Services used the same case379

for the Joint Study. The Joint Study used the 2007 Summer case developed in380

2001 by the MMWG.  This case was modified to include the latest IP and Ameren381

system reinforcements assumed to be completed prior to the in-service date of the382

Prairie State Plant and was considered as the "base case".  IP and Ameren383

Services used several system generation dispatch scenarios. Both IP and Ameren384

Services used their own criteria, discussed earlier, to assess the impact on their385

respective systems.  Also, IP and Ameren Services used the same stability base386

case for the stability analysis.387

Q. How were these six plans studied?388

A. The Joint Study was conducted in two phases.  In Phase I of the Joint Study, all389

six plans were first evaluated by performing power flow analysis and limited390

stability analysis. The configuration in Plan 6 was judged to be superior for391

Prairie State Plant outlet as it provided four outlet lines, versus the two outlet lines392

provided in Plans 1 through 5. In addition, the total length of the double circuit393
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outlet lines was shorter in Plan 6, approximately 9 miles versus 15 miles in Plans394

1 through 5. All six configurations required additional network upgrades to395

mitigate thermal overloads. The various network upgrades were assessed based on396

total costs.  As the result of this analysis, the in and out connection of the Prairie397

State switchyard identified as Plan 6 and a Baldwin-Rush Island 345 kV line was398

selected as the best overall set of network upgrades.  The original Plan 6 with the399

addition of the Baldwin-Rush Island 345 kV line was labeled as modified Plan 6400

or Plan 6M. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.11 shows the configuration of Plan 6M.401

Q.     Please provide a table summarizing results of the plans.402

A.      AmerenIP Exhibit 1.12 summarizes the Phase I results of the power flow analyses403

and cost estimates for Plans 1 through 6 and 6M.  In this exhibit the table provides404

a description of the facilities required for each plan along with the cost estimates.405

Following the plan description, the table provides a listing of the reinforcements406

for each plan identifying the impacted facility, reference to specific criteria for407

thermal loading reasons and the estimated costs for the reinforcements.408

Q.     Please compare the two plans with the in/out arrangement, that is Plan 6 and409

6M.410

A.   With the in/out arrangement and no additional line (Plan 6), several facilities were411

loaded over 100% of their ratings as shown on AmerenIP Exhibit 1.12.  An412

additional 345 kV line from Turkey Hill substation to Stallings substation was413

considered to alleviate these thermal loading problems. However, the in/out414

configuration with the Baldwin to Rush Island 345 kV line, that is Plan 6M, also415

alleviated the thermal loading problems at a lower cost.416
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Q.     How were the plans compared to narrow down the options?417

A. AmerenIP Exhibit 1.12 shows that the cost estimates were developed for all seven418

plans along with the required upgrades.  As shown in this exhibit, the cost419

estimates of the Plans 3, 4, and 5 were $89,100,000, $ 68,580,000, and420

$113,800,000, respectively. Based on these cost estimates, Plans 3, 4, and 5 were421

eliminated from further consideration due to higher costs compared to other plans.422

Plan 2 was later dropped because it involved a connection to proposed but423

uncertain major network upgrades on the Illinois/Missouri interface, independent424

of the Prairie State project. These upgrades included a 345/138 kV substation425

addition, 8 miles of 345 kV line, and 138 kV line rearrangement and426

reinforcements in the Dupo area. If the cost of these upgrades would have been427

assigned to this project, the costs estimate for Plan 2 would have increased428

significantly, by approximately $28,000,000.   Based on these costs, it was429

determined to further evaluate only Plan 1 and Plan 6M.430

Q.    Was there any update to the costs of Plans 1 and 6M in AmerenIP Exhibit431

1.12?432

A.    Yes, it appears that some costs were inadvertently omitted in developing the total433

cost estimates in Phase I of the Joint Study.  Specifically, both Plans 1 and 6M434

should have included $5,020,000 for reinforcement of the Effingham – Newton435

138 kV line and Plan 6M should have included $2,200,000 for replacement of the436

Cahokia 345/138 kV transformer and $ 504,000 for reinforcement of the Cahokia-437

North Coulterville 230 kV line.  With these costs included, the revised cost for438

Plan 1 would have been $59,820,000 and for Plan 6M would have been439
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$65,274,000.  However, even with the revised costs, these two plans still would440

have been the two lowest costs plans and would have been pursued further as was441

done in the Joint Study.442

Q.    How were Plan 1 and Plan 6M evaluated further?443

A.    In Phase II of the Joint Study, Plans 1 and 6M were further evaluated from the444

power flow, stability, and short circuit (or fault) perspective. AmerenIP Exhibit445

1.13 summarizes results of these analyses for Plans 1 and 6M.  At the top of this446

table is a description of the facilities required for each of the two plans along with447

the cost estimates.  Following the plan description, the table provides a listing of448

the reinforcements for each plan identifying the impacted facility, reference to449

specific criteria for thermal loading or fault study and the estimated cost for the450

reinforcement. The estimated costs for all the upgrades, including cost estimates451

for the Prairie State switchyard, were included in a total estimated cost for each452

plan.  The total estimated cost for Plan 1 was about $77,007,224 versus453

$72,931,000 for Plan 6M.  Based on a comparison of the total costs of the two454

plans and consideration of the robustness offered by Plan 6M with the additional455

outlet lines, it was the consensus of all parties that Plan 6M should be the final456

recommended plan.457

Q.    Was there any update to the costs of Plan 1 and 6M in AmerenIP Exhibit458

1.13?459

A Yes, it appears that some costs were inadvertently included in Plan 1 in460

developing the total costs in Phase II of the Joint Study.  Specifically, Plan 1461

should not have included $2,200,000 for the replacement of the Cahokia 345/138462
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kV transformer or $504,000 for the reinforcement of the Cahokia-North463

Coulterville 230 kV line.  With these costs excluded, the revised total cost for464

Plan 1 would have been $74,303,224. However, even with the revised total costs465

for Plan 1, Plan 6M still would have been the lower cost plan.466

Q.      Detailed costs developed for Plan 1 and Plan 6M increased substantially in467

Phase II of the Joint Study.  Is it reasonable to assume that the costs of the468

other plans that were not carried forward to the Phase II analysis would also469

have increased?470

A.     Yes. It is reasonable to assume that costs of the other plans not carried forward471

would also have increased, but as the Phase I costs for Plans 2, 3, 5 and 6 were472

significantly higher than Plans 1, 4, and 6M, the study results would not be473

impacted by the revised scope and cost adjustments. In addition to the inadvertent474

omission of some costs for Plan 6M as discussed above, the cost increases in475

Plans 1 and 6M in the Phase II analysis are due to upgrades identified in the short476

circuit analysis and higher revised costs for some upgrades included in the Phase I477

analysis. Similar cost increases in Plan 4, if carried forward, would have kept it478

above the lowest cost Plan 6M.479

Q.     Please compare the configuration of Plan 1 and Plan 6M from a robustness480

perspective?481

A.    As stated earlier, Plan 1 connects the Prairie State switchyard to the Baldwin482

switchyard via a double circuit line.  Plan 6M connects the Prairie State483

switchyard to the network via two double circuit lines.  Besides the fact that the484

total length of the two double circuit lines in Plan 6M is shorter than the single485
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double circuit line of Plan 1, Plan 6M provides for more outlet lines for the Prairie486

State Plant generation.  Also, the outage of a double circuit line in Plan 1 would487

leave the Prairie State Plant without any outlet, resulting in its shut-down.  This488

would not be the case with the Plan 6M configuration. NERC reliability standard489

TPL-003-0 requires consideration of the loss of two circuits on a multiple circuit490

tower line. Further, the configuration in Plan 1 concentrates all of the Prairie State491

Plant generation along with the Baldwin generation, a total of over 3300 MW, in492

the Baldwin switchyard.  This configuration is like putting all your eggs into one493

basket.  Though it would be considered an extreme event, the configuration of494

Plan 1 would result in the outage of over 3300 MW of generation for a complete495

substation outage.  The Plan 6M configuration would result in a maximum loss of496

about 1800 MW for a similar extreme event. Thus it was the consensus opinion of497

the Joint Study group participants that the configuration in Plan 6M was more498

robust than Plan 1.499

Q.     Can you categorize the major cost components of the recommended plan,500

Plan 6M?501

A.     Yes.  As shown in AmerenIP Exhibit 1.13, the estimated cost of Plan 6M included502

approximately $3 million for the approximate 1 mile long Prairie South Line,503

$10.1 million for the approximate 7.2 mile Prairie West Line, $22.2 million for504

the Baldwin–Rush Line, $13.3 million for the Prairie State switchyard, $11.0505

million for the Baldwin switchyard upgrades, $0.9 million for relay upgrades,506

$3.6 million for the Rush Island terminal and river crossing for the Baldwin-Rush507

Line, and $8.9 million for other upgrades.508
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Q. Was a report prepared for the Joint Study?509

A. Yes. Illinois Power issued a draft report in February 2004.  This report provided510

the chronological description of the various studies that were performed and511

included the exhibits used for discussions during the joint meetings.  The report512

was finalized and submitted to MISO with minor editorial changes in March,513

2005.  A copy of the report is attached as AmerenIP Exhibit 1.4.514

Q. When and why did the MISO become involved with this project?515

A.  Near the conclusion of this effort both Ameren and Illinois Power had either516

announced or indicated that they would be transferring control of their517

transmission systems to the MISO.  As a result, a conference call was held with518

the MISO, Illinois Power, Ameren Services, and Prairie State representatives to519

discuss the status of the Prairie State project on April 17, 2003.   Representatives520

from Cinergy and SIPC also participated.  In the meeting MISO was asked to521

review and comment on the work that had been completed under the Joint Study.522

MISO requested a copy of the study model and also recommended that Cinergy523

and SIPC facilities be monitored in any further work.524

Q. Was there any other direct MISO involvement?525

A. Yes. MISO requested that the Joint Study report be finalized by March 23, 2005.526

The study report was finalized after coordination of a few editorial changes with527

Peabody Energy.  The study report is attached as AmerenIP Exhibit 1.4.528

Q. Were there any other studies performed for the Prairie State project?529

A. Yes. Ameren Services performed additional power flow, short circuit, and530

stability studies (analyses) for the Prairie State Plant project in 2005.531
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Q. Why were these studies performed?532

A. Ameren Services performed these studies as a consultant to MISO for the project533

in the MISO generation queue, MISO LGIP Queue# 38393-01, or referred to as534

the project "G495".  The G495 study was performed in response to a request by535

Peabody Energy to increase the Prairie State Plant output by 150 MW from the536

original request of 1500 MW, to a total net output of 1650 MW.537

Q. Please describe the results of the 2005 study.538

A. MISO formed an ad-hoc study group for these studies and provided the initial539

power flow models for the studies.  The models were reviewed and agreed to by540

the ad-hoc study group members consisting of SIPC, CWLP, LGEE, Big Rivers,541

Cinergy, TVA, Ameren Services and MISO.  Due to the relatively small increase542

in output (150 MW), Plan 6M was selected for this study to verify whether or not543

it would work for the additional capacity.  Ameren Services has completed the544

studies and MISO has issued a final report.  The conclusion of the power flow545

study was that the increased capacity of the Prairie State Plant project would not546

require any additional transmission upgrades and the stability study identified547

some necessary changes in breaker-failure relay timings at the Baldwin548

switchyard.  A copy of the MISO study report is attached as AmerenIP Exhibit549

1.14.550

Q.   Did transmission planning criteria and practices change over time with551

Ameren's acquisition of IP?552

A.    Subsequent to Ameren's acquisition of IP, transmission planning criteria and553

practices of both Ameren and IP were reviewed and best practices were adopted.554
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A single criteria document for all the Ameren companies was developed and filed555

with FERC in early 2005. While the latest criteria document includes some556

revisions to Ameren and IP criteria used previously, they did not result in any557

additional requirements to accommodate the Prairie State Plant generation.  That558

is, the earlier identified upgrades are still required to meet the power flow and559

stability criteria, and these upgrades were found to be adequate.560

VIII. Customer Needs Are Met561

Q. Can you elaborate further on the necessity of the proposed projects by562

AmerenIP?563

A. As stated earlier in my testimony, the FERC has established certain rules, which564

have been incorporated into the Midwest ISO Transmission and Energy Markets565

Tariff (and in IP's OATT prior to IP transferring functional control of its566

transmission system to MISO), that require AmerenIP to provide567

nondiscriminatory, standardized generator interconnection service to any568

generator that requests to connect and to ensure that the required upgrades to the569

transmission system are built to accommodate such interconnection. The proposed570

upgrades associated with the request to connect Peabody Energy's Prairie State571

Plant project to the AmerenIP transmission system represents the optimal set of572

transmission upgrades necessary to meet the NERC Reliability Standards and573

Ameren's Planning Criteria filed with FERC.574

Q.       Please summarize why the Baldwin-Rush Line is needed as part of this575

project and what specific issues this line solves that the alternatives do not576

adequately address.577
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A.        The new Baldwin-Rush Line mitigates the thermal and stability constraints578

imposed by the proposed 1650 MW Prairie State Plant in Washington County,579

Illinois. While these constraints can be mitigated by implementing other580

alternatives, these alternatives would require costlier upgrades. As a matter of581

fact, Plan 6M, which includes the Baldwin-Rush Line, is the only alternative582

which has been studied at the 1650 MW level.  All the other alternatives have583

been studied at only 1500 MW level.  Thus based on the various studies584

performed over the last several years and the alternatives considered, the proposed585

projects, two in/out outlet lines and the Baldwin-Rush Line, offer the best586

transmission plan for the Prairie State Plant.587

Q. When does AmerenIP propose to have the new line and related facilities in588

service?589

A. The current schedule is to have the proposed project completed by near the end590

of 2008.591

IX.  Cost Estimate592

Q. What is the latest estimated cost of the proposed project?593

A. The latest estimated cost of the project is approximately $87 million.594

Q.    Please explain the reasons for the difference in the latest cost estimate595

compared to the previous cost estimates.596

A. The latest cost estimates are estimates based on more specific design and597

engineering work.  The major cost differences are due to additional line length598

estimated, increased foundation costs based on the soil conditions, and599

adjustments for inflation.600
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Q. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony?601

A. Yes, it does.602


